AEONS Literary Fest 2019- REPORT
THE DEBATING SOCIETY
INAUGURATION

AEONS Litfest 2019 organised and conducted by The Debating Society of CHRIST
(Deemed to be University) Bannerghatta Road Campus on 24th July 2019, started with
tremendous pomp and show. Top 50 teams who went through rigorous qualifying tests were
delivered the final challenge; 9 rounds of individual events with cumulative scoring that
resulted in only one winner; the team with the highest scores. Each event also had its
individual winners for the round; judges by esteemed erudite external judges.
The ceremony began with introduction to the fest and a brief explanation on the overarching
theme of ‘Cartoons’ by conveying how and why it was chosen. The dignitaries were then
called upon the stage for the lighting of the lamp following which; two exquisite
performances by the leading singers of the campus mesmerised the eagerly awaiting
audience. The team thanked the Father for his guidance and tremendous support that led to
conception of the fest and requested him to bless the occasion with a speech that marked the
dawn of Litfest 2019.

The proceedings were detailed upon by Head of Events with venue, time and duration of
every event displayed on the projector and explained by the individual event heads. The basis
of scoring, evaluation patterns, key points of judgement in every event were discussed and
elaborated. Wit, spontaneity, a knack to spin words, and the gift of gab was the aim for most
of the events. A total of 9 events with an added twist relevant to the theme of the fest were
presented to the teams. The events were:
Block and Tackle
Shark Tank
Scenes from a Hat
Press Con
Lawyer Up
Heart Slam
Lit Hunt
Meme Dream
The heads also presented examples to show what exactly was expected by the judges from
the participants in every event. Beginning with the simultaneous initiation of Block and
Tackle (conducted in Mini Auditorium) and Shark Tank (conducted in the Seminar Hall) the
Inauguration ceremony came to an end.
SHARK TANK
Shark Tank seemed like an event from the world of business and marketing fests when it was
originally pitched in; however, it became one of the most funfilled events of Litfest 2019.

The event was judged by Suryadeepto Nag, a student from IISER Pune. An avid debater,
MUNer, and fester, Suryadeepto has many awards to his credit, and hence seemed like a
fitting external judge for the event along with Ms Dishari Chattaraj, a member of the English
faculty of Christ (Deemed to be University) Bannerghatta Road Campus, Bangalore.

The top 50 teams of two individual members were called upon stage and presented with an
absurd product to pitch and sell to the judges, but the twist to tale was that the judges ranged
from Winnie the Pooh to Mickey Mouse to Tom from The Tom and Jerry Show. And while it
might look like the investors of the show were unreal and absurd, the products to be pitched
were even weirder! Imaginative boundaries were pushed beyond what was expected as
participants tried to sell private jets to Popeye the Sailor Man and diapers to Doraemon.

Each participating team was given 30 seconds to prepare and discuss their unique selling
point. Two teams at a time were called upon the stage to convince the judges to buy their
product against their opponents’ as the judges switched from one cartoon character to another
depending on the answers and the stance of the presenting team. After the time duration of 2
minutes, the products would be switched suddenly and the teams had to convince the judges
to buy the product they were earlier disapproving of! The entire round lasted 3 minutes a
team, with rebuttals and stances being tossed around like a Wimbledon match as the audience
pealed with laughter. The judges enjoyed the event a lot as well.
Various approaches by the teams such as team 37’s theatrical marketing of Lipstick to
Mickey Mouse and team 26’s ‘free sampling’ of private jets to Popeye displayed the zeal and
the excitement in every team. Backing up contradictory statements with logical answers was
main idea behind this event as the participants learnt broad, multi-faceted knowledge cutting
across several disciplines outside the learner's normal academic subjects. It helped in
Increasing the participant’s confidence, poise, and self-esteem by providing an engaging,
active, learner-centred activity.
The time slot for the event was 9:45 to 11:30 and it ended sharp at 11:23, just in time for the
participants to breathe and get ready for the next event, Scenes from a Hat. The smooth
functioning of the event as volunteers ran left, right and centre from Seminar Hall to Mini
Auditorium was commended as the event finished on a happy hilarious note.
BLOCK N TACKLE

The event took place from 9:45 to 11:30 a.m in the Mini Auditorium. The event heads for
BLOCK N TACKLE were Pious Khemka and Nicole Dias, accompanied by several
volunteers. A total of 50 teams participated with full enthusiasm and zest rolling towards the
winning trophie. The theme of this event was Cartoons. Agendas consisting of different
charaters were allotted to every pair. The event was judged by Professor Arun and Anirudh
RS from Christ Hosur Road Campus.

Participants were judged on the basis of spontaneity and creativity. As soon as the moderator
say BLOCK, they had to go against their own motion as he says TACKLE they switch their
motion. A debating event where creativity was the major weapon for participants.
All the participants were given a timeline of 2 minutes to defend as well switch their motions
with a preperatory time of 45 seconds.
At the end, Judges gave their feedback to the participants and expressed their views. Every
participant enjoyed alot and dispersed with a sincere hope for the next event in line.
SCENES FROM A HAT
Scenes from a Hat was 3rd in the line up scheduled from 11:45 to 1:00 p.m. The event
simultaneously took place over the mini Audi and seminar hall to finish the event on time.
The Mini Audi’s proceedings were judged by Suryadeepto Nag, while the Seminar Hall’s
proceedings were judged by Prof Gowri Shankar. The event was headed by Pulkit Khanna
and Aayushi Borwankar. The event was explained to all the participants and a demo was
shown. All the doubts were cleared before the start of the event.

One by one all the participants came in and they had to create their own imaginary story with
all the unrelated words displayed on the screen. The time given to each team was 2 minutes.
All the teams one by one came in and created their own world out of the words. Everyone
enjoyed it including the Judges, audience and even the participants. Being a tough task
everyone managed to have their own part of share. This event tested their on-spot thinking
skills and imaginary skills.

Many teams performed exceptionally well and were as creative as they can be. This event
was a great initiative which was taken over and handled by many event heads and whole
organizing committee. The organizing committee is the backbone of this whole fest. Any
type of queries and problems faced is handled by the committee. Scenes from a hat had a
great ending where the judge itself took part and the whole audience enjoyed it. Some
participants where nervous and some panicked a lot. But with the time passed, all the
participants were confident enough to speak well in a creative way. This event was especially
to recognize the capability of how the participant can handle the pressure. The participant
also needs to have an amount of speaking and thinking skills. As this fest comprises of all
clusters like literary and some amount of business so participants can have a wide variety and
knowledge about various events. This event looked upon many skills of participants like
creativity, speaking, listening many more.

Overall, this event was a huge success with a great ending in which large with active crowd
and participants enjoyed. An event wherein each of us have to witness.
PRESS CON
Press Con was a PR-Based event conducted in the Mini Auditorium between 2pm- 4pm on
24th July 2019, Wednesday, as the concluding event for the day. The event was headed by
Vikram Sairam from 3MEP.

In Press Con, two teams would take on the roles of 2 different clients and PR agents, issue
press statements, and be questioned by an audience of reporters on their crisis. From Tony
Stark becoming the owner of Area 51 to Mr Potato Head blaming Rex for his divorce, all the
cases were designed to be both laughable, and yet debatable from both sides. The event was
judged by Prof Joel M Jacob from the Media Studies Department in CHRIST Hosur Road
Campus, and Prof Chinappa from the English Cluster of CHRIST Bannerghatta Road
Campus. The participants were scored both for the answers they’d give the judges or other
reporters, and the questions they’d ask the next contestant.

Overall, the event was a success, keeping all the participants involved till the very end.
HEARTSLAM
Heartslam was the 6th event lined by for the 50 teams and over 100 participants. This
happened on the 2nd day of Aeons 2019 on 25 July 2019. This was scheduled from 9:45 to
10:45 a.m. Participants had to perform a poem narrowed to the topic they were choosing
within 1 minute and 30 seconds. All the participants used their best of words to convey their
thoughts and feelings. The quality of beauty and intensity of emotion considered to be
characteristic of poems was vividly visible throughout the event as all the participants
displayed utmost creativity on their composition. Everyone used their own creative element
to impress the judges. The event went on smoothly and as planned with good coordination
amongst the Organizing committee and the participants.

The Judge of the day was Ms Meghna Christiana Mudaliar, Professor of English and Cultural
studies, CHRIST BGR who gave constructive feedback at the end of the event
re-emphasizing the ethos, pathos and Logos of Slam Poetry. This event required the best use
of words and poetic expression.

It was seen that the expression of feelings and ideas were given intensity by the use of
distinctive style and rhythm by all participants, occasionally it was seen that the participants
made use of gestures and sound to add effect to their performances. Keeping together the
aesthetics and rhythmic qualities, it was indeed a grand show.
LAWYER UP

Lawyer up was a part of AEONS- The Lit Fest Event 2019 on 25th July. 50 teams
participated in this round. The judges were Miss Prerna Srimaal and Mr. Shauraya Tomar in
the Conference hall, while Ms Moulya Subbaramaiah and Bashir Al-Abbas judged the event
in the seminar hall. Being students and teachers familiar with national and international law,
they were able to analyze the given cases and situation to the participants, making them apt
judges for the event. The stage was set up like a courtroom where there were two opponents
and a jury. Four teams participated in a round where two teams were against the motion and
the other two were defending the motion. Each team was given 1 minute to state their points
and then 1 minute for rebuttal. Even the judges were given time to ask questions from the
teams. This round was really interesting as it included topics on, Popeye was selling
marijuana, and Dexter was illegally performing animal study and Ben 10 for performing
vigilantism. Many teams performed well and had a clear idea of the cases and were also able
to interpret and analyze the cases. The participants could relate to the topics and make the
round very enthralling to watch
.

When all the teams had completed this round, the top four teams of the event were selected
and a final round of lawyer up was conducted amongst them. This special round ignited a
sense of competition and ambition to win the event, among the teams. All in all, it was a
really engrossing and enlightening round for both the participants as well as the audience and
everyone was able to enjoy the argumentative environment.
TREASURE HUNT

Treasure Hunt was an event designed to pin participants against 2 rivals- the clock, and each
other. The event heads were Himanish Sreeramoju and Rohit Kumar V. Comprised of 9
clues, the participants initially had to solve a cartoon-based crossword puzzle that would lead
them to the next clue, and the rest in succession. Every clue was comprised of riddles that
would lead them to certain venues in the Bannerghatta Road campus. For example, on
successfully solving the crossword, participants would get ‘If only Pigeot could fly’, a clue
that would lead them to Bird’s Park, where they’d find the next clue. However, only the first
25 to make it to the Bird’s Park would go on to continue with the rest of the event. The team
that could come back with the most number of clues at the deadline would win the event.
Teams were also marked down for the number of hints that they asked for while solving
different clues.

VALEDICTORY CEREMONY

The Valedictory Ceremony began at 1:30 pm on 25th July 2019, in the Mini Auditorium. The
occasion was graced by Chief Guest Mrs Rukmini Vijayakumar, Dr Vaishali Raghuvanshi,

faculty coordinator of The Debating Society and Ms Sindhu and Ms Krithika, SWO faculty
coordinators. The ceremony was led by Debating Society President, Gautham Krishna, and a
brief on the conception of Aeons was presented by Vice President Ahana Bagchi. Manish
performed a piece dedicated to Sharada, the goddess of knowledge, to begin the ceremony on
an auspicious note.

The Chief Guest proceeded to address the gathering, and talked about the importance of
debate in daily life, especially once one leaves college, and starts really tackling life. The
winners for every event were announced by the respective event heads and awarded medals.
The Overall winners and runners-up, as those with the highest cumulative score, were given
trophies for their victory.

There was a performance by Ankit, a Doordarshan graded kathak dancer who is currently
pursuing his M.A. in Kathak from Prayag under Dr. Ruma Shil ji after attaining his Visharad
from the same.

Dr Vaishali Raghuvanshi, faculty co-ordinator of The Debating Society, gave the vote of

thanks, dedicating the success of the event to Dean Dr Jyothi Kumar, Vice-Chancellor Dr Ft
Biju Thomas, the Organizing team and volunteers of the Debating Society, and the
participants for their constant involvement. She also thanked the Chief Guest Mrs Rukmini
Vijayakumar for taking time out of her schedule to grace the event with her presence. On that
wonderful note, the Debating Society is proud to conclude Aeons 2019 as a grand success,
and hopes this will continue for all further events for the academic year 2019-20.

